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Low-impact greenfield university campus
Ho Chi Minh City University of Architecture, New Campus

LATEST SCHEME : Laid out so as to slip into the local nature.

How to avoid “bulldozing”
the Mekong Delta,
and instead making
the plan slip into place?
The project is brought forth through consideration of FLUID DIRECTION, as flows such as
human activity and wind, FLUID, are handled
skillfully by a continuously curved and innovative form. These flows are a necessity for any
environmentally friendly building, and even
more liberate architecture from dependence on
machines and installations.
The surrounding mangrove forest and river are
brought in and give rise to a new campus.

In rainy season, a strong squall pours down for
about 1 hour each day.

Ring Road

Faculty of Exterior
& Interior design

Class Room

Library

Section
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change and transferability

Cnference Room
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How to avoid exploitation
developments of the
Mekong Delta, and instead
create a campus
through cultivation?
Agriculture in Southeast Asia is a sustainable
model based on traditional practices and knowledge by which exhaustion of nature is avoided.
Sensibly listening to the land and the climate,
FLUID is handled carefully, autonomy from machines and installations is achieved and the materialization of an essentially sustainable-based
campus and building is created. This campus is
cultivating students as well as the region itself in
issues of sustainability.

Competition 2nd Stage

Design Study after competition

Competition 1st Stage

Ring Road

Site Line

PROGRESS
Temperatures are high throughout the year but wind breeze is prevalent and shaded areas are comfortable in Ho Chi Minh City. We proposed a campus that would not rely on complete air conditioning.
The project is progressing and made public to the end users, the students and the teaching staff. The configuration of space within the
“ring road” begins with the adoption of a “celery” cross-section, that
is, a diffuse spatial motif. After many discussions over an extended
period of time, the current design has become a single continuous
line-like building, a shape that is derived from conceiving the flows of
wind and people activity as fluid.

Site Plan

A network of small waterways
stretches out around the site.
The fluctuation of water level in
dry and rainy season is about
1.5m and the site becomes completely submerged during rainy
season. The proposal minimizes
the reclaimed land by creating a
ring road embankment that surrounds the main campus.

Mekong Delta

TARGET2 : Ethical

standards and social equity

FLUID DIRECTION
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Understanding the full
contextual information of
the site. Invisible Fluids are
visualized by computer
simulations and feed back
into the design process.
With the help of the latest technology, FLUID
simulation provides both analysis and feedback.
Through advanced design studies, materiarization of the project is based on simple and primitive mechanisms.

SOLOR SHADING
CROSS VENTILATION

SOUTHEAST ASIA

THERMAL
INSULATING
AIRTIGHTNESS

WEST

Cultural background as well as the natural environment differ between the
West and Southeast Asia. It has become time for a paradigm-shift in sustainable building in Southeast Asia that is characterized by a hightemperature and high-humidity monsoonal climate.
CFD(Computer Fluid Dynamics) analysis results
of final proposal. Arrows show the wind direction,
colours show the wind velocity.
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Park scene in Ho Chi Minh City. The Alfresco Spaces under
the big trees become locations occupied by many people.

Human Activity. Red colour shows the flow of
people. White colour indicates the furniture and
motorcycle layouts, that invite different kinds of
activity. Design is not initiated from planning, but
the from the image layout of furniture and activity.
HUMAN ACTIVITY
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To seek out the material
resources, human resources
and techniques of the site.
How to put into practice
the concept of
“Mottainai*” in Vietnam?
Being impatient, while not doing unnecessary
things, thinking thoroughly through only necessary things before designing. In order to work
towards the implementation of aquired results,
construction processes are adopted to local
conditions, and simple and conventional methods are applied. These things make a truly sustainable campus possible.
* “Mottainai” is “a Japanese term meaning a sense of regret when the
value of a resourse is not properly used”.

CONCEPT MODEL : SPINE WALL

The building facade is made by
bamboo and mangrove, raw materials locally aquired and made
use of, allowing the wind to flow
through the porous surface.

Perforated cement façade materials, as they can be seen throughout
Ho Chi Minh City. They combine ventilation, sunshade, and security.

EXTERIOR VIEW

The main structure is a reinforced
concrete post-and-beam structure with brick walls, a conventional construction method in
Vietnam.
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STRUCTURAL FLAME

1st

STUDIO ZONE : OUTER SIDE OF SPINE WALL

2nd
2nd

Cross-sectional
organization

LIGHT

Itemize of work plan
HI-REFLECTIVE FINISH
+2.5

REFRECTOR

+3.0

+2.5

WIND
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REFRECTED/ DIFFUSED LIGHT
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Main Campus
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FOR WIND FLOW
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LABORATORY

STUDIO
for
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JALOUSIE WINDOW

SPINE WALL

Land formation Plan
LOUVER
CORE(STAIRCASE)
Beam and Column: Reinforest Concrete
Basin 3

Rolling Mesh
Screen

3F-4F

MEETING SPACE
Basin 1
Basin 2

LOUVER FOR
SHADING

SOUND INSULATION

Basin 5

Bamboo/Mangroove

WALL: BLICK

DRAFTING ROOM

Basin Map

TARGET4 : Economic

COURTYARD

CLASS ROOM

Section Model: Faculty of Architecture

performance and compatibility

FLA:
LARGE SIZE STAIR
FOR MINI RECTURE
RING ROAD

1F-2F

FAN

Taking into consideration the maximum water level and the current
ground condition, the height of the reclaimed ground is set to preserve as much as possible the existing natural setting. During high
water levels, the ground is almost completely underwater, so phased
pre-loading of the soil is necessary.

2F-4F

SPINE WALL
CH:3,500

PROTECTION
FROM WEST SUN

Basin 4

FLA (FLEXIBLE LEARNING AREA)
=MAIN CIRCULATION

STUDIO
for
2nd&3rd
grade

The spaces are organized around
a cross-secttion of a 4 story high
FLA (Flexible Learning Area) that
also acts as the circulation
space. While these spaces
become the hub for the activities
of each faculty, indirect daylight
(ceiling reflectors diffuse the light
entering through skylights) and
ventilation based on chimney
effect is taken advantage of.
Classrooms and studios located
on both sides of the FLA do not
face each other due to the sound
insulation within the spine wall.

ACTIVATE
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Towards an architecture
that stimulates
human activity
and the environment.
Traditionally rooted knowledge and present day
cutting-edge simulation technology are united in
the design to create a space that is new and
easily adaptible. Since natural energy resources
are maximized, a new design is derived.
Architecture
Urban & rural Planning
Exterior & Interior
Applied Arts
Construction
Infrastructure
General Educatoin
Library, Labo, Auditorium

LIBRARY

The required floor areas were converted into strips, and ways of mutually connecting them were examined using a color code for each
faculty.

3000

Project Gallery
TO FACULTY of INTERIOR

Bench
Movable Funiture

FLA
6000

4F
FLA : FLEXIBLE LEARNING AREA (FACULTY OF URBAN DESIGN)

FACULTY OF HEART (FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE)

3F

2F
MAIN CIRCULATION
CORE

CIRCULATION

1F

The planning has been determined by defining "Black" and "White"
spaces, that differ in the way they are used.
“Black Space” = One-to-one correspondence between space
and usage. For example, in a house this would be a toilet or a
closed kitchen. In a school, this would be science laboratories or
storerooms.
“White Space” = Not restricted to a single usage, fluid spaces in
which various usages are possible on different occasions, or
usages are induced.
The inner side and outer side of the spine wall have differing characters. The inner side has many “Black Spaces” divided by cores. The
outer side has “White Spaces” that include a continuous open space
for Fluid circulation. White spaces consist of Studios, Large size
stairs, Meeting space, etc...
JUNCTION SPACE

ELEVATION

TARGET5 : Contextual

and aesthetic impact

JUNCTION SPACE

The main circulation that consists
of the FLA is one continuous large
space without dead ends.
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FLUID DIRECTION

Transparency in process

Created from the flow of activity and flow of wind
(prevailing winds coming in from 3 different river
branches). The seamless design is derived from the
movement of the sun and slips into place under
newly planted mangrove trees. Shape does not
come into being for the sake of shape, but instead,
sustainability itself becomes the shape.
Using the maximum possibilities of IT simulation
already in the design stage, this becomes a modern
interpretation of the traditional wisdom of being
closely connected to the regional climate and natural features of the land.

Following the competition stage, the winning project presentation and jury results were made public
and shown to the teachers and students at the university, where all the entry ideas were exhibited.
Lectures about the design proposal and ways of
thinking about sustainability were held for the students. The process and educational significance in
terms of sustainability was expanded upon and
explained to the end-users and the public, aiming at
sharing all parts of the design contents. Also the
contents of interdisciplinary departments, activities
for mutual stimulation and sustainable comfortable
space and landscape were shared with the students.
It is anticipated also for the citizens of Hoh Chi Minh
City to get to understand the ideal way of development that coexists with nature in the Mekong Delta.
The comfortable spaces acquired by the wind and
the shade without air-conditioning are achieved by
this plan, which is an effective alternative to conventional 20th century developments, and as such
already available to become a new model.

River along the site. High fluctuation of water level in dry and rainy season.

About the Project
Vietnam. Project for a new campus, for the University of Architecture (HUA), to be established in the Mekong
Delta area in the suburbs of Ho Chi Minh City.
HUA is a National University and the number one Architectural educational institution in Vietnam. The university is organized into 6 departments comprising of the architecture, civil, urban, infrastructure, applied arts
and interior departments. The current number of students is 6000 (prospectively 8000). The campus includes
dormitories for 2000 students and sports facilities. The site is situated at the edge of the Mekong Delta in the
suburbs of HCMC. In the near future, a main highway is planned to connect the site to central town areas, but
at the present, the farmland amidst rivers and creeks can only be accessed by boat. The river banks are overgrown by mangrove trees, and a gentle breeze blows over the water surface.

PROJECT DATA
Location: Ho Chi Minh City Vietnam
Client: Ho Chi Minh City University of Architecture
Architect: Kazuhiro Kojima /Daisuke Sanuki /Vo
Trong Nghia
Site Area: 370,000sqm
Building Area: 42,776sqm
Total Floor Area: 117,008sqm
Building Stories: Ground 1-4F
Structure: Reinforced concrete, Partly steel frame
and precast concrete

SITE

Ho-chi-minh city
★

Monitoring

Target issue 1
Quantum change and transferability

NATURE
Anti “conventional 20th century model”
Construction of a new campus in the middle of
Mekong by development methods differing from
earlier 20th century models.

Since both the project and the client are constituted
of a university of architecture that involves many
specialists in engineering, the level of sustainability
and communal natural comfort can simultaneously
be monitored and fine-tuned by professionals. Furthermore one can expect the advantage of participating students which learn and spread the
acquired knowledge.

Continuous practice
The anti “20th century development”: CULTIVATE
No negative impact on the site and its surroundings.
Original mangrove forest environment is
restored to its original state.
Anti “air conditioning”
Pursuing comfort without mechanical air conditioning.
Complex of various passive design mechanisms.
Anti “land reclamation”
Fluctuation of water level of about 1.5 m.
Although the whole site becomes
submerged in the rainy season, no embankment is created except for the main
campus.
The eco-system and the balance of the soil is
also given consideration by aiming for lowimpact (ground improvement by means of
water treatment and organic pile)
Underlying and supporting this course is the idea of
Fluid Direction.

In Hanoi City, the design team planned, designed
and constructed an experimental housing complex
called ”Space Block Hanoi”. In which the Japanese
high density housingtype called “machiya” was
used as a unit for composition. The sustainable
method of using the natural ventilation as a main
constituent was put into practice successfully.
Comfort was achieved with minimal usage of air
conditioning, and monitoring data did confirm this
even after completion of the building.
Moreover, an experimental automatic control for
ventilation of high rise buildings was attempted in
the ”Saigon Liberating Newspaper” project in Ho
Chi Minh City.
The experiences gained in a region characterized by
high temperature and humidity is fed into this project.

Target issue 3

Ethical standards and social equity

CULTIVATE
Anti Urban Sprawl
Exhibition of competition taking place at the current
campus.

The campus of the integrated university in the field
of construction and architecture is a place for education and research, and location for advanced
practices of sustainability. Environment: Students
at the integrated university that will become specialists in the future can experience and learn about
sustainability from the campus itself, spreading the
knowledge and propagating it.
It aims at becoming the eco-conscious university of
architecture of the 21st century, at a level like Harvard Graduate School of Design or AA school
attained as role models in the 20th century.

KT04/KT05

1.2

Mangrove forest
6.0

4.8

Drain materials(Natural fiber)

Palm rope

CFD ANALYSIS (Section)

SPACE BLOCK HANOI MODEL (2003)
Designed by Kazuhiro Kojima, Daisuke Sanuki
Hanoi, Vietnam

mandrel
Kenaf fiber

1. Setup

2. Drive in

3. Pull out

4.Drain

5. Decomposition

Improvement method of weak soil
by Natural Fibers.
After soil improvement , the natural
fibers decompose
and are taken up by the soil.

SAIGON LIBERATING NEWSPAPER HEAD OFFICE
(2007-)
Designed by Kazuhiro Kojima, Susumu Uno
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

GL+2000

GL+1000

+1

Security of construction

12000

GL+2000

Ring road
2m high embankment within which the main
campus institutions are located. An agricultural field
is located on the wetland, analogous to traditional
ways, as learned from studying methods of traditional Vietnamese agricultural communities.

Like in many other countries in Asia, mechanical air
conditioning in Vietnam is proliferating rapidly with
the economic development. New large-scale developments and constructions, with glass facades
similar to those in Singapore, make mechanical air
conditioning a prerequisite and can be seen everywhere in the city. Under these circumstances, we
chose a method for aquiring comfort through ventilation with minimal air conditioning, based on our
earlier research and experimental project in Hanoi.
Our campus proposal based on non-mechanical air
conditioning was supported by the jury and the end
user, and elected for the winning prize of the competition.
Both in the initial and later stages of the design,
meetings with each department of the existing
campus resulted in solutions, responding e.g. to the
problem of humidity in the library without air conditioner, while the overall architecture could be kept
transparent. As such, the very first concept design
could progress.
By reducing Air conditioning in most parts of the
building, the risk of Global Warming by releasing
HFC and other refrigerant gases into the atmosphere as well as environmental loads from production of air conditioner units can be reduced.

00

00

+2

The center of
the population explosion
is

Asia

Oceania
Africa
South America
Europe
North America

1970

1990

2000

2010

2030

(forecast) (forecast)

The change of the world population
FROM The Cabinet Office[Overseas economic data] 2006/11

Sublation of inconsistency
The characteristic continuous architectural shape
(A) of a curve swirl is created by seamless circulation of activities that mark the architecture university and its 6 departments, with the aim to make the
various activities within the school interact with
each other. To limit the expanse area of the main
campus, the whole is made as compact as possible.
On the other hand, by priority and merit of direct
ventilation and control of direct sunlight, long eastwest school buildings would guarantee an enclosed
arrangement (B). These two concepts work both
reciprocal and contradictional. Thus, the target of
the design became to base the design on scheme
(A), while securing the performance of ventilation
and control of direct sunlight as close as possible to
scheme (B).
From CFD-analysis and sun light position, direct
sunlight could be calculated and through repetition
of this process, the actual design started to materialize.

KT02/KT03

KT01
Peak Time
Grade
KT05
KT04
KT03
KT02
KT01
Total

Architecture
3
6
6
6
6
27

Urban
0
0
3
3(9)
3
9(15)

Interior
0
0
0
6(0)
0
6(0)

Construction
3
0
3
3(9)
3
12(18)

Infra
0
0
0
6(0)
0
6(0)

Art
4
4
8
0
0
16

General
15
12
3
3
3
36

Studio
12
12
16
12
18
40

Analysis from time table ( Arcitecture faculity 2005-2006)

AM
STUDIO

VOID

A
STUDIO

B

PM

AM

B
STUDIO

C
VOID

D
E

(B)

STUDIO

VOID

C

STUDIO

(A)

A

STUDIO

STUDIO

PM

STUDIO

VOID
STUDIO FOR STUDENT

Analysis of curriculum and space. Increase of classroom utilization performance despite compactness,
in order to maintain the area of the adjacent studios.
Planning for the students to receive their own desks
dedicated for working models.

0

0

Faculty Entrance

Asia

Non-mechanical air conditioning

±
0

ORGANIC PILE
Ground improvement by using organic pile. This
sustainable method lets the piles decompose naturally within the soil.

8.199
[billion]

Sustainable non-exploitation
type campus
Streaming rivers on the site (rainy season)

11.0

Map of present plot condition. Main part of site is
submerged during rainy season.

FROM UN DESA 2005

Urban population in 2015
African growth fastest, Asia growth Biggest

3.697

3.0

3.6

WEST

In the case of no air-conditioning, heat-insulation is
also unnecessary. Only good in RC. By setting the
relationship between wind, humidity and temperature, the level of comfort is achieved. This constitutes not only a paradigm shift in architecture, but
can also be extended and applied on the level of a
city or a region.
As the world population constantly is growing, the
development and diffusion of this effective method
are of utmost importance, especially for regions
which hereafter are predicted to grow rapidly.

As for the process of the project, exhibitions, publications and public performances are made, disseminating it to various parts of the world

10.0

0.8

THERMAL
INSULATING
AIRTIGHTNESS

SOLOR SHADING
CROSS VENTILATION

6.086

6.0

2.0

Not standing opposed to nature, but reevaluate and
apply the lifestyle and culture of coexistence with
nature, in Asia, to the fullest and turn towards the
future. Paradigm shift in Southeast Asia marked by
high population growth. The method named Fluid
Direction and the architecture derived from it are
not limited to this project, but have an effective
range in the high density, high temperature, high
humidity region of Southeast Asia.

5.280

4.0

1.6

Paradigm shift in population
accumulation region Southeast Asia

6.843

1.5

0.4

FLUID DIRECTION

Population over 5 milion

Many studies turned into interactive material.

Cultivated land on the site (submerged in rainy season)

7.0

Economic performance and compatibility

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Target issue 2

In recent years, the economic development in Vietnam has seen a rise in the establishment of new
industrial parks, housing complexes and universities, which are being developed on places with leftover nature and agricultural sites in the outskirts of
the city (Ho Chi Minh City and Saigon). In these
cases (just as anywhere in the world!), preparations
are being done by raising the land to a flat level in
order to build various buildings on the empty lot. As
a result, the scenery based on cycles of agriculture
is gradually diminishing and in process of dissappering.
The site given to us is a field right at the edge of the
Mekong Delta, where many rivers and waterways
spread out to the existing farmlands. Although mangrove trees grow thick at the waterside, land that
emerges from the water in dry season is being cultivated as new fields for mango plantations etc.
This site, of the project, unlike others is not filled
and raised to a flat level with resulting river dikes
etc., but as much as possible kept in its current condition. The mangrove forest is restored, and inside,
a group of low-impact buildings are slipped into
place in accordance to the plan that was drawn up
for the competition.

6/7

Agricultural area in Vietnam.

The plan is to constructed on soft soil not with bearing piles but with friction stakes, since it is a low rise
project with a maximum of 4 storeys. The construction method is cast-in-place concrete. Despite its
large scale, the volume is low. As a result, provisional scaffolding on the construction site and
safety control management standards can be
matched to those of Vietnam, preventing any accident from occuring.

Human Activity within the campus
Inside space of the compact campus drawn like a
swirl for a seamless flow to appear.

Continuation on next sheet.
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Studio For 2nd Grade

+500
410
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2000

Detail Section

WIND

Faculty of
Construction
Faculty of
Interior & Exterior

Faculty of
Aplied Art

Ventilation based on
chimney effect

Zoning
The lecture building for the library and general education classes, as well as the college community
facility are arranged in the center, while laboratories, studios and other highly specialized spaces
are arranged on the outside. Seniors use the outside zone, while classes for other study subjects
and the frequent movement from juniors are
located within the inner zone.
The faculties of architecture, urban planning, interior etc., have a strong interrelationship, and are
thus arranged next to each other. By arranging the
departments along a continuous circulation path,
they don’t work independently, but become encouraged by mutual incentives.

Contextual and aesthetic impact

ACTIVATE

Slope

2250
3450

630

Glass Jalousie

200

1065
Studio For 3rd Grade

4250
4500

Fluorescent Light

Hole

Steel Handrail
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Model Shop
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Mesh Screen
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Studio For 3rd Grade

Drafting room
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Concrete slub t=200
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Spine Wall
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+5000
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Studio For 4th Grade
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Concrete Beam 975x250
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Studio For 5th Grade

Fluorescent Light

4500
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Pc Vertical Louvre
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630

Machine Space In Future

Toplight
Steel 75x150@1000

Ceiling:Acoustic board

+14000

3435

Faculty of
Architecture

Target issue 5

Ventilation
Ventilation
10
1.4

A strong squall that overcomes the site once every
day is an important factor for the design. The rain
water is used for collecting grey water supplies, and
for cooling through vaporization. At times of squall,
the circulation is secured by a string of buildings,
and at the intersections (junction space) diverse
activities are generted in shaded flexible semioutdoor spaces (alfresco spaces).

4250
4500

Faculty of
Urban Design

500
410

Faculty of
Infrastructure

the building for
all students
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Solar panel only
on top of AC
Room
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Inviting spaces
The curved building-line geometry holds an endless
circulation space with the FLA.
This produces a constant forward moving direction
without visual obstruction that is inviting through
the interaction with light and wind.

Preservation of Mekong Delta
The validity and preservation of the Mekong Delta is
important in considering the parts of vegetation and
food supply provision bases that exist within the
extremely abundant land. This land has to be recognized as irreparably lost, if torn down in the face of
global population increase and food supply crisis. In
contrast to the commonly practiced development
conduits in Vietnam, a method of getting close to
nature and slide into place is where the pursuit
began.
As the main campus is made minimal, the surroundings are preserved from land reclamation and
depending on land use plan, trees and plants are
grown. It is hoped that this kind of development and
manner of getting close to nature and sliding into
place while preserving nature and vegetation in the
Mekong Delta can have influence on the surrounding land too.

FLA (Flexible Learning Area) inside the double spine
wall

Flexibility = long life
The organization of the architectural framework
with a spiralling direction of circulation and staircase cores ensure earthquake resistance. It also
allows flexible partioning walls between the classrooms and laboratories, that can be changed or
renewed according to changes in the curriculum.
Supporting this, the conventional construction
method of SI (skeleton infill) already exists. The flexibility in plan guarantees a future expansion only
within the main campus, which results in the preservation of greenery that is prevented from becoming
cut down.

Sun Protection with Double Roof

FLA along courtyard

Louver for Structure and Security

Maximization of forces of nature
Indirect Top Light

2.0

1.7

1.4

1.1

0.8

0.5

0.2

-0.1

-0.4

m/sec

Natural Light
by Glass Jalousie and Top Light

Future Expansion
2005/10/15 SW

2005/10/18 SW

2005/10/21 SW

2005/11/17 SW

2006/03/15 SW

2005/12/25 SW

2005/12/25 SE

2005/12/25 E

2006/09/21 SE

2006/11/28 SE

2007/02/21 SE

2007/02/23 SE

2005/11/26 SW

2005/11/28 SW
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CFD (Computer Fluid Dynamics)
Change of volume study according to CFD-analysis.
With alterations to volume height and wind direction, analysis is repeated countless times before the
arrangement could be decided upon. CFD-analysis
is the technique of computer simulation of fluids of
air and water, that is applied on research and
design.

Planting
The return of greenery to its original state by newly
raised trees and plants, which in this region grow
rapidly. In a relatively short time they reach the
height of the 4 story building, and with a tree growth
up to 40 meters high, the whole site can become
shaded, with the potential of keeping out the sun in
this tropic region can be taken advantage of. The
landscape design not only becomes a visual design,
but the very factor that makes the environment fully
associate with architecture.

Tall tree that can be seen from Ho Chi Minh City.

Loophole for wind

Junction space
Target issue 4

At the crossing of the curves where different faculties meet are located junction spaces that work as free
semi-outdoor spaces. Protected from direct sunlight and rain, only a refreshing wind breeze from the river
streams blows through.

Ecological quality and energy conservation

CONSTRUCTION
Materials and simple
mechanisms of the site
The design process of this project is based on representation of IT by CFD analysis, which is used
proactively to design according to the ideas of Fluid
Direction.
This becomes a motive power for inventing new
shapes. In contrast, actual construction work is
based on conventional materials such as organic
pile, concrete, concrete block and stone. Moreover,
locally available materials, e.g. mangrove tree and
bamboo, are easy to produce but not yet used, so
local workers have to adopt new working methods
to carry out the construcution. By this, the consumption of oil for material transport is kept at a
minimum. By control of water (squall and rivers with
water level fluctuations), wind and solar radiation,
the use of shading based on double roofs, jalousie
windows, louvres and vegetation, and easy maintenance by simple mechanisms, sustainable buildings
are made possible. Roof and exterior walls are cladded with high-reflective finishes that shut out direct
sunlight.
The idea of ”Passive building, active people” is
made use of as much as possible. Closed spaces
are not controlled by electrical energy (air conditioning, ventilation, illumination, dehumidification
etc.), but simple mechanisms controlled by people
to aquire a comfortable environment despite high
temperature, humidity and heavy rain.
Installation of air conditioning is limited to the auditorium, the faculty offices and parts of the laboratories. Like in most asian countries, where only minimal fluorocarbon is brought in (sustainability based
on restraint of usage of already axisting air conditioning and restraint of new installation of air conditioning is fundamentally different), weak management of coolant recycling is a reality which strongly
increases the risk of its release into the atmosphere.
In this sense, entirely non-usage of air conditioning
is valid.
Moreover, solar energy is proactively gained by
solar panels installed on the roof of the few rooms
that require air conditioning.
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Wind and water cafe(2005)
Designed by Vo Trong Nghia
Binh Duong, Vietnam
Cafe-terrace designed in Vietnam using bamboo
structure. The usage of the local materials bamboo
and mangrove were easily put into practice by local
craftsmen, which carried out construction work.

Low construction costs
Compared to private large-scale construction
works in Vietnam, this project is extremely low-cost.
Only a minimum land reclamation and levee protection works as well as preservation of the mangrove
river bank leads to costdown. Also the use of local
materials and conventional construction methods
bring down the cost. Minimum air conditioning and
low installation costdown lead to a total low cost
achievement. The difference to a high cost building,
as in the 20th century ”singapore-model” with glass
facades, airtight indoors controlled by air conditioning and illumination is clear.
Conventional construction methods are consequently including local persons carrying out the
work. Material, machinery and tools brought in from
a distant land or overseas are kept to a minimum, so
transportation and maintenance have only minimal
energy consumption.

Yellow parts indicate the semi-outdoor spaces. The whole campus is that of a porous shape, where wind
routes come together with the whereabouts of the students.

Low maintenance costs
In the project plan, low emission IT was used freely
for the design proposal, while construction with
local techniques and primitive materials has an
extremely high economical performance. By simple
mechanisms, the natural energy of wind, water and
sun are being used as much as possible.
Due to conventional construction methods, maintenance control after completion is simple. The maintenance of the building is comprised of maintenance of local building methods and materials and
so foresees low costs and easy local interaction.
Natural energy is utilized, so independence of both
oil and fluctuations in crude oil prices can be maintained. On the other hand, mitigation of environmental factors such as high temperatures, humidity
and solar radiation through architecture brings forth
amenities, and an environment in healthful commune with nature creates a high level of consciousness for the health of human beings.

Architecture by “Group of small arrows”

20th century model
= Big arrows

21st century model
= Group of small arrows

Complex flows/factors are simplified and managed.

Complex flows/factors is not
simplified and treated in a complex state
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Current Ho Chi Minh Architecture University. Large
piloti and courtyard permit the wind to blow
through.

The whole campus is covered in the shade of
planted mangrove trees. Between these trees and
shrubs the water surface of the river, from where the
wind is blowing, can be seen. A good combination
and balance between Building (University) and
nature is the essence of this new campus. The
Maximization of forces of nature is bringing in the
new building design. It could be said that the shape
of the building is crystallized by the idea of Fluid
Direction. In the shades of the trees, the inside and
outside continuity of activities define the impression
of the campus.
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Suitable budget balance
As the hardware involves low cost, it is sound to
weigh consideration of the budget towards the software of the new university campus. Securing qualified teaching staff and scholarships (also for overseas students) are essential tasks for the university,
in response to which capital can be obtained.

Wind/Activity/(construction) forces etc. are all the same.

